Speech culture and the art of public speaking are the issues that were conducted constantly and still supposed to be studied in the world linguistics. Human beings always have intended to speak expressively and impressively for ages. Therefore, these above mentioned topics are considered to be among the topical issues that have to be revealed and the existing researches have to be developed periodically.

The comparative study of rhetoric aspect of speech culture in the English and Uzbek languages is very important in increasing and developing learners’ knowledge, skills and experience in using the linguistic means referring to these languages. It is too difficult to understand and to justify the specialists, especially the leaders and the heads who can not express their ideas independently and have not got fluency, eloquence and accuracy in speaking in their mother tongue. Thus idea clarifies the importance of being aware of secrets of speech culture and the art of public speaking nowadays.

A number of research results including the followings related to rhetoric aspect were obtained in the world: the peculiarities of linguistic and stylistic means in developing and improving written speech and increasing communication effectiveness in dialogic rhetoric have been proven (Boston College), the linguistic peculiarities of paradox and promise in increasing speech efficiency were proved (Massachusetts University), the most frequently impacting factors on the formation of modern rhetoric in political processes were identified (The Novgorod State Institute), the gender and linguocultural peculiarities of dialogic rhetoric were proven (The Uzbekistan State World Languages University).

A number of researches including the following priority directions in the world linguistics on studying rhetoric aspect of speech culture are being carried out: determining linguistic peculiarities of rhetoric at different language levels; improving bilingual and explanatory dictionaries referred to the terms in rhetoric; generally improving the measures in developing speech and communication culture; developing new innovation methods in improving peoples’ oral and written speech activities; identifying the peculiarities of rhetoric according to the types of speech.

In linguistics a lot of works on rhetoric were carried out in different languages and remarkable researches by scientists can be considered as a great contribution to linguistics. For instance, A. Judith conducting dialogic rhetoric in English mainly concentrated on revealing the dialectical features of it. C. Patricia Foley studied the significance of permission in rhetoric on the basis of English speech patterns. M.M. Hincks focused on conducting the written speech in rhetoric aspect. L.M. Long W.A.I. Paton and other scholars devoted their works to reveal other issues related to the English rhetoric.


In N.A. Kashey, G.M. Yarmarkina, Z.I. Kurtseva and other scholars approached to rhetoric aspect from Russian point of view. Scholars such as V.O. Nemchenco, N.U. Georgeva approached to this topic from teaching point of view.

The types of public speech and linguistic-stylistic means expressed in the orator’s speech were studied in A.Kh. Arkhipova’s work in Uzbek linguistics. D. Teshabaeva conducted the modern aspects of speech culture on the basis of mass media texts. Scholars such as H. Jalilov, H. Pasloulov, S. Svirskiy, A.Y. Mikhnevyich, I.A. Krivelev, N. Mahmudov worked out the issue connecting with teachers and lecturers’ art of speaking. S. Inomkhujiaev, A. Ahmedov, N. Bekmirzaev, H. Jalilov, Y. Mukhibov, E. Mukhibovs’ monographic works were devoted to reveal the basis of public speaking. The developing periods of the Eastern art of public speaking was described in S. Inomkhujiaev’s work. B. Omonov analyzed political speaking skills. The gender and linguocultural peculiarities of rhetoric, linguistic and extra linguistic factors of it on the basis of dialogic speech have not been studied in not kindred languages by foreign and Uzbek scholars yet. Thus, it will strengthen the necessity of a new research work on the dialogic rhetoric.

The thesis research was reflected in the scientific research plans of the Uzbekistan State World Languages University and was conducted within the framework of the scientific researches referred to the topic «The important issues of Linguoculture».

The aim of the research work is to conduct dialogic speech in the rhetoric aspect on the basis of English and Uzbek speech patterns and reveal national and common sides of these languages.

The tasks of the research work is to scientifically prove the fact that dialogic speech is considered to be a studying object of rhetoric; determine linguistic and extra linguistic factors and prove common and differential sides of them; prove the general and common sides of linguistic means referred to men and women’s speech; clarify the most frequently used topics and identify the usage frequency of linguistic means referred to them according to their usage in speech; justify linguistic means expressing the national-cultural peculiarities in dialogic rhetoric; identify linguistic units expressing positive and negative meaning in dialogic rhetoric of the English and Uzbek languages.

The object of the research is dialogic rhetoric in the English and Uzbek languages.

The subject of the research work is a comparative study of linguistic and extra linguistic means of dialogic rhetoric in the English and Uzbek languages, conducting gender and linguocultural peculiarities of it.


Authenticity of the research results is defined by persuasiveness of conclusions, a concrete statement of a problem, an efficiency of approaches and methods applied in work, the fact that theoretical approaches applied within it received on actual linguistic materials and dictionaries, printed and electronic products issued on the recommendation of the responsible organizations. The relevance of the achieved results to the theoretical conception of this work, achieved novelties and defined new issues also define the authenticity of the research work.

The results of the research and scientific conclusions can be used in carrying out scientific researches in Comparative Linguistics, Translation Studies. The materials of the research can be in great use in defining the national-cultural peculiarities of the languages in Linguistics and Translation Studies. The scientific-theoretical conclusions of the thesis will also serve to further improvement of the teaching and educational process.

The practical value of the thesis is determined by the use of its conclusions in teaching the special courses and the aspects such as «The Basis of Speech Culture», «Stylistics», «Foreign Language (English)», «Uzbek Language».

There are four aspects of speech culture: normative, ethical, communicative⁶ and rhetoric⁷. Each of the aspects is considered to have their specific features. Following a number of rules such as normative, the correctness, accuracy, purity, relevancy, logicality of speech and being aware of consistent patterns and secrets of etiquette of speech, public speaking and rhetoric can serve as a basis in possessing beneficial results during communication.

In linguistic dictionaries the word rhetoric is interpreted in the following way: «Rhetoric is the aspect that studies efficient and eloquent speech theoretically»⁸.

Ancient times orators expounded this word in this way: «It is the art that teaches us to be aware of the ways in making people believe in a definite issue» (Aristotle), «It is the art that trains us to speak correctly» (Quintilian). Russian scholars gave the following identifications to it: «It is the art of speaking effectively, persuasively» (M.V. Lomonosov), «It is the workmanship that knows how to impress others that can find the way to the heart of mankind, and can lead them towards a speaker’s intentions, ambitions» (N. Koshanskiy, M.M. Speranskiy)⁹.

Foreign scholars interpreted the term rhetoric in various versions: «It is a persuasion, speaking correctly and the art of decorating a speech» (V. Florescu), «It is the theory of persuasive speech» (C. Perelman, B. Franz, Geissner), «The art that was formed on the basis of observation different speeches» (De Marsais), «The art of thinking carefully and cautiously in order to touch the feelings» (Beckon)¹⁰.

From our point of view: «Rhetoric is an art of speaking expressively, meaningfully, effectively and it aims to have an effect on listeners, to direct them towards a speaker’s intentions, to interest them in a certain issue, to persuade them to implement good jobs». We approve the definitions that describe rhetoric as an art of persuasion and reassurance, we accept them as the most relevant interpretations that were given to this term.

The term rhetoric is interpreted in two ways. Mainly rhetoric is referred to a subject that aims to study the basis of public speaking. It is also defined as an aspect that theoretically reveals any kind of expressive and impressive speech.

Before being formed as a school subject rhetoric passed through many historical periods. In 510 BC with the formation of democratic institutions in the Athens the art of speaking became a very important part of life, as well as in the public service branches. A group of teachers who were called sophists began to teach people to speak better and more expressively.¹¹ Their lessons were very expensive and sophists considered their knowledge as wisdom. In Rome teachers and masters of rhetoric were the Greeks. The great masters of theoretical and practical rhetoric were Cicero and Quintilian, both of them carried the teaching process on the basis of Greek methods.¹²

In many countries the rhetoric was said to exist in the 3 main spheres of life: in politics, in judicial system and in religion.

The traditional rhetoric had a great impact on the art of public speaking in Great Britain. That was a period in the Middle Ages when religious rhetoric was on the top of its popularity and political rhetoric had already lost its value. In England the most famous ancient religious rhetor (speaker) was John Henry Newman. Widely agitating religion he had a strong effect on the promotion of local religious standards14. Ancient popular religious orators such as Paul, John Chrysostom and Augustine used to speak to public. By the end of the XV century famous orators such as Savonarola, in the XVI century Martin Luther and John Calvin spoke to public15. In the XVIII century under the influence of the Latin and Greek literature the art of public speaking developed in England16. During the Renaissance rhetoric was in the height of popularity and became an important aspect in the spiritual and cultural life17. During this period political rhetoric was considered to be more important, people began to be interested in it constantly. In the XIX century (1832) the reformation of the laws led the art of public speaking to the further development. But in a short period of time it turned to be a simple political speech, it was considered to be quite a nonsense18. By the 1920th the traditional rhetoric had lost its scientific significance and was taught only in the aspect of Stylistics19.

The Greek oratory was known as preaching (voizlik) in the East. Preaching was considered to be an art having a social importance that had a great connection with public speaking, scientific and political lectures, discussions, debates, agitation and propaganda. In ancient times in Eastern countries a king came out to public personally and spoke about the local policy, the international situation and other issues20. They used to speak on Fridays during praying times, on national holidays Hayit and Navruz and on other days. They would also speak at the meetings to announce about wars that had broken out between countries. In the IX century this responsibility was given to special people who were called preachers (voizlar) and used to speak effectively, persuasively in a pleasant voice.

Islamic teaching system called sulzam aimed to lead a person toward the spiritual and ethical perfection and it also had a great impact in the development of rhetoric in Uzbekistan. Kozi Isoniy (XV-XVI centuries) the author of the book «A Secret of a Word» from Fergana made a great contribution to the development of rhetoric. He was a master of human psycholgy; he could easily persuade, reassure people and win in any disputes and discussions21.

The East had its own great muslim scholars, religious leaders, writers and many other mature preachers. Khoja Muayyad Mehnaqiy, Mavlono Riyoziy, Hussain Voiz Koshitiy, Mavlono Muin Voiz Hisraviy, Bahauddin Valad, Jaloliddin Rumiy, Mufti Ziyovuddinon son of Ishan Bohohon, Abu Rayhon Beruniy, Muhammad Sodiq Qoshgarby, Abu Nasr Farobiy, Kaykovus, Zahiriddin Muhammad Bobur, Alisher Navoiy and others were great and famous statesmen with their lively, powerful speech at that time.

At the beginning of the 60th more attention was given to learn the norms of literary language. The traditional rhetoric had lost its scientific value and they began to teach it at higher educational institutions in the aspect «The Basis of Speech Culture». Historical rhetoric had its own methods of existence. A new life has brought to it new methods.

In the development period rhetoric was considered to be only related to three types of speech (political, judicial and religious), those were recognized to be the studying objects of rhetoric. However, later in some source materials informing about public speaking this point of view was rejected. For instance, G.Z. Apresyan and S. Inomxojaev fulfilled the antique information with their point of views by adding political-social, academic, juridical, social-common, religious, mass media speeches to above mentioned 3 speeches22. A.Y. Mikhnevich added disputes to above mentioned ones23. This type of speech includes the speeches that are expressed at

meetings, dialogues, disputes, debates, symposiums, question-and-answer evenings, press conferences and in other situations.

In the World Encyclopedia on Philosophy we can find information confirming the fact that rhetoric exists in ordinary oral speech, in exchanging the ideas (the oral dialogues between two or more people), in transferring some information in a certain sequence (rumors), in speeches representing oral folk (telling tales, anecdotes, myths)\(^{24}\).

Among above mentioned speeches we focus on studying oral dialogues between two or more people in our research work.

Many scholars approved the idea that dialogic speech is considered to be the studying object of rhetoric.\(^{25}\) Ancient or traditional rhetoric used to study only formal public speaking, but the modern one considers all forms of speech, as well as the dialogic speech as its conducting object.

L.A. Vvedenskaya, L.G. Pavlova devide dialogue based speeches into two: formal and informal\(^{26}\). Formal speeches include the speeches on a certain issue, on documentaries, on agreement and informal speech as its conducting object.

Informal speeches are mainly added to a word in languages; suffixes are used to study all forms of speech, as well as the dialogic speech as its conducting object.

Informal speeches are considered to be the most used speech. It is used by the second informal type of dialogues mentioned above.

Linguistic means belonging to different language levels and serving to increase speech efficiency are also determined in this article.

Pronouncing the last vowel of a word longer in Uzbek and stressing each word in the sentence and expressing it politely in English increases the efficiency of speech in both languages. By pronouncing the words please and urgently longer and louder the persuasion is strengthened. Some consonant sounds are often omitted in Uzbek as the result of pronouncing the last vowel in a word longer (верно-о-о, кое-о-о), but in English this linguistic phenomenon is not used. Accurately and clearly expressed words, phrases expressed with love and care may have a positive impact on listeners in both languages. Stressing each word in English and each syllable separately in Uzbek increases speech efficiency. Using excessive soundings in these languages (але..., узнас..., ахс..., чо... / эмс..., э... ), coughing and pausing decrease the quality of eloquence. By stressing addressing words in the sentence one can easily attract a listener’s attention to himself/herself in both languages. Stressing not only a syllable and a word but the whole sentence or a text surely would increase the speech efficiency in both languages as well.

Suffix -сиз, second person singular expressing the meaning of respect, negative meaning forming suffix –маї, interjections such as -мул, -му are constantly used in Uzbek dialogic rhetoric. But in English this linguistic phenomenon is expressed by the usage of negative and interrogative forms of modal verbs in sentences (could you, couldn’t, will you, won’t you). Adding diminutive and affectionate suffixes to a person’s name also has an impact on the expressiveness of speech (Аммир-о / жавон-о) in both languages. Expressiveness is increased by adding to a listener’s name the suffixes such as -жон, -хон, -бек that express the meaning of respect in Uzbek. But in English adding to a person’s name words such as Mr., Mrs., Miss expressing the same meaning would increase speech efficiency. This linguistic phenomenon is interpreted with the fact that the Uzbek language is considered to be in a group of agglutinative languages and English is included into the analytical languages group. Thus in major cases suffixes are mainly added to a word in Uzbek, meanwhile in English this linguistic phenomenon is seldom used.

Adding diminutive and affectionate suffixes, possessive pronoun of the first person singular to the words expressing relatives such as ака, опа, ука (brother, sister) in Uzbek as well as using them before names (Ботир-жон укам, опаку-жон) surely increases effectiveness of speech. The words of relatives in this language are even used to unfamiliar people, but in English they are only used to relatives (auntie, daddy).

---


\(^{26}\) Введенская Л.А., Павлова Л.Г. Риторика и культура речи. – Ростов – на Дону: Феникс, 2005. – С. 6-52.
In dialogic rhetoric personal pronouns have a significant role. Using the plural forms of the pronoun you / анка is positively approved in rhetoric aspect of both languages.

In researched languages any kind of word can be used as a basic word (word that can be a reason in impressing a person). Using the auxiliary verb do or the word just before the main verb in English, adding the adverbs and adjectives such as жуда, коптук, роса to the verbs in Uzbek increases efficiency of speech. In Uzbek repeated words (кани-кани, опин-опине, келип-келип) have significance in speech expressiveness, but in English this linguistic phenomenon does not exist. Equivalents for this kind of words in English can be a word, a word combination or a phrase (such as welcome, help yourself). Using unnecessary words (such as well, so, just / анака, тавба, астмфуррушло) repeatedly in dialogic rhetoric in both languages decreases effectiveness of the communication.

In dialogic rhetoric one can use a word a word combination, a sentence and a text can also be used as a basic linguistic unit in persuading, involving, reassuring a person in a certain issue in both languages. In researched languages efficiency can be increased by different means in declarative, interrogative, imperative, exclamatory sentences, rhetoric questions and conditional subordinate clause. Stressing the addressing and introductory words in these languages one can strengthen the effectiveness of speech. Interrogative sentences are considered to be more effective during communication process rather than declarative sentences. Unlike the English the Uzbeks often use advising words in the texts while making an impact on a listener.

Relative words are mainly expressed in Uzbek (as опопошон, аманакон, укакон) while words of respect in English (as sir, Mrs., dear) increase speech efficiency by stressing addressing words. This linguistic phenomenon depicts the differential sides of dialogic rhetoric in these languages.

The significance of stylistic devices such as metaphor, metonymy, epiphora, repetition, hyperboly, alliteration, inversion, paraphrase, gradation, antithesis, litote, epithet, ellipsis, oxymoron, simile in dialogic rhetoric are revealed and scientifically approved with the help of speech patterns in both languages.

For instance, simile is a stylistic device that expresses similarity and exaggerates the same quality of an object comparing to the second one. This linguistic phenomenon is based on the likeness between two objects or happenings27. It is expressed by adding the conjunctions like, as in English and suffixes -дек, -дай are added to the part of speech such as noun and pronoun in Uzbek. As well as the words гўё, қаби сингари, монанд are used in simile. For example:

Alan blew the pipe. Robin then repeated Alan’s music and corrected some parts of it. Then Alan began again. Robin used the same tune.

«Enough!» he said. «You can play the pipes. Now we will try something else». He got up to fight... «Robin Öigo, he said. «You are a great pier! You are much better than me. I think I am better with the word than you. But if we fought, I could not kill a good pier like you!»

The quarrel had now ended. All right they played and ate and drank28.

Філхоп зорни йўлни ўтмаб, унга илоқ муомалада анм берди:

– Барака толозур, қалайим бўлса кўтирчоқ одам қозиқиб ўрнатинг. Сиздан нима кепти? Карнақишдан бир пўф дегандай гап-ку, ахир! Бир сафар ҳўл деколинге?!

Расул ака гапни кўпам чўзиб ўтмайм, унинг амрини вожиқ қилишни афзал бийди:

– Хўп, кўтирчоқ одами шу бўғун қундириб кўыман29.

In the former example the sentence I could not kill a good pierper like you was used to persuade the listener to calm down. In the latter pattern the sentence Карнақишдан бир пўф дегандай гап-ку, ахир was used in persuading the listener.

All sounding means that are not excepted as linguistic units, and have a significant importance in transferring information to the members of communication are called paraphonetic means. For instance, pronouncing a sound in a very soft tone in dialogic rhetoric one can obtain a suspected results of communication. Here is the speech:

«Wormtail will get us drinks», said Snape. «I am not your servant!» he squeaked, avoiding Snape’s eye. «Really? I was under the impression that the Dark Lord placed you here to assist me.» «To assist, yes – but not to make you drinks...» «I had no idea, Wormtail, that you were craving more dangerous assignments», said Snape silkily. «This can be easily arranged: I shall speak to the Dark Lord.» Wormtail hesitated for a moment... within seconds

27 Узбек тилининг изоҳли лутғати. 5 жилдли. – Т.: «Узбекистон миллий энциклопедияс» Давлат илмий навоқётасы, 2008. Ж. 5. – Б. 185;


he was back, bearing a dusty bottle and three glasses upon a tray.30

- Тўйда сени Ёқуб кўрган эсан, – деди Ӿиғи арапли онам. – Тевмасан бўлмади.
- Неза аҳир? Қим эсан мени мажбурлаб хотин қилиб оладиган?...Мен тегмайман унга!...Ёқуб қириб келди.
- Сиз... сиз..., – дея олдим титраб-қаҳшаб....
- Ўзингизи босинг, Латофатxon, – деди Ёқуб... – Кўрманс, – дея сенинг товушда қопата бўшлади у менни... – Сизни бир кўршайдек ёқториб қолдим... Мана шу ховли-жойий сенинг номиниға расмийлаштирман. Шу жой сенини... Тағзинда машина, истаган қанчига олиб боради...эҳози шоҳона ҳаёт ҳақидаги ваъдлар ташъирида бўшадим, Ёқубни кўрмадим...31

Pronouncing sounds softly in a mandative tone, expressing phrases in a begging and pleasing tone are also approved in the rhetoric aspect of both languages. Unlike in English, adding vowel sounds such as -a, -e, -и, -о to the end of the last word surely increases the persuasiveness of speech in the Uzbek language.

The importance of human gestures in speech efficiency was analysed in this paragraph. Both nations may caress a shoulder of a listener with love and care while persuading him to some kind of actions. The English crossing their forefinger and middle fingers try to reassure and persuade their listeners.

The Uzbeks putting their hands on their chest try to convince a listener. Persuasion by caressing or patting on a listeners’ shoulder frequently is used by adult men and women. The Uzbeks move a forefinger from the upper part of a face down. This gesture means ‘shame on you’ and in this way they try to stop a listener from doing some action. Hand gestures during praying for the sake of a listener are expressed differently by two nations (the English gather all fingers together and touch their forehead and shoulders. The Uzbeks opening their hands put them together in order to pray).

The English in many cases apply to strangers with a smile on their face while persuading them to give some information. Uzbek speaker’s smiling while talking to a stranger and persuading him/her to some activity (especially women’s smile) may lead a listener to have improper thoughts about the partner during the conversation.

The pleading and pleasing expression in speaker’s eyes is considered to be one of the motivating, persuading factors in dialogic rhetoric in both languages. This expression can lead the partner to change his views toward the aim of a speaker. The English speaker’s straightly looking at a listener’s eyes is well appreciated in dialogic rhetoric, meanwhile in the Uzbek rhetoric aspect it is not appreciated positively.

Different approaches of local and foreign scholars to the term gender are theoretically analyzed in this paragraph. From our point of view the linguistic term gender is a reflection of men and women’s world of view, culture and etiquette in their speech and language. In this paragraph the linguistic means that have a significant role in decreasing effectiveness of women’s speech are analyzed in English and Uzbek.

In both languages women achieve a speech efficiency by pleasing, asking politely (Please, Geordie, just for me. Geordie / Ҳамида бўн ушпи кўзларини Ҳумоюнга тўки. Йиглаб илтиш қилди: «Бу қандай кўргул?»). They use repetition, exclamatory sentences in their speech (will you enter... will you be there... Geordie and please, Geordie / ...мусулмонар! Бу қандай кўргул? Мен болламин хаёф-хатарга қандай ташлаб кетгаймен, мусулмонар! Will you be there, Geordie? / Нахотки Ҳиндистонни бутунлай марк эстлаг, Please, Geordie! / Илтимос, асалим!). Expressiveness is gradually increased in their speech (You must win. You must beat that Weber. I shall wish it with all my heart! I want you to win, Geordie / ...менинг дипломда қанча орзулар бор эди... Зора ўлпимиз ҳам шу мамлакатга чин фарзандлик хизматини килса. Нахотки бу орзулар бару пуч чиқса!).

Women of the both nations try to express their speech politely and softly, this way expressiveness in their speech is increased. In persuading they use terms of endearment, praising words (laddie – ҳақидаги, darling – азизам, you are very beautiful tonight – сиз бўғун жуда ҳам гўзалсиз каби). While using terms of endearment English women in major cases use noun phrases, Uzbek women use verbal phrases additional to noun phrases (such as my love, sweet, honey / жоним, айланий, ўрешлай).

They often use paralinguistic means such as crying, pleasing («Have a mercy on me, she said cring / Ҳамида бўн ушпи кўзларини Ҳумоюнга тўки. Йиглаб илтиш қилди...»).

They also achieve a speech efficiency by giving advice (You must be very gentle, David. Now you must try to bring each other happiness. Маррё жисм фарзандлик, Давид / Болам, укаларингга...).
dom ibrah bulyin, sen kaptasан, ulpani domo tugri yulga boishlagin, xon bolam. Men endi keksawib qoldim...). This linguistic phenomenon is mostly used in Uzbek women’s speech. They make very long sentences while giving advice and express their speech in whole texts. They remind the patterns taken from narrated stories and the religious book Hadis (such as Xadisda shunday dewiyolan..., Kuronda bunday deb ezilgan...). Meanwhile the English women make shorter sentences, they just speak to the point.

In dialogic rhetoric praying for the sake of a listener is mostly used by Uzbek women (such as Xudo xajparriniyini bersin, umring uzok bulur, barga toq). This linguistic phenomenon is mostly used in older women’s speech. English women rarely use these kind of phrases (such as God bless you).

English women try to make an impact on men by being angry and irritable. They can use Black English and foul language (Hell with it. The hell with them). Meanwhile Uzbek women mostly use cursing (Курон келин илө, ўша немисларга! Тўр ўринндан-в. Э, башаранг курсин).

Moreover the Uzbek women make their speech more efficient by using phrases such as "одамлар, қўшимлар нима деди?" (What do other people, neighbours say about it?). This linguistic phenomenon is not used by English women, in these cases they can use the phrase shame on you.

The men of both nations possess speech efficiency by bequesting and promising (that is my last will... бу менинг сенга килоан васийтим, эънда бўлсин...; I promise... ваъда берман...). They avoid of being sly, try to speak honestly, give real facts in their speech, they remind about financial support to a listener. This way they have an impact on their listeners (I will pay for it..., I will support you financially..., I will loan the money, you needn’t worry about taking it, I will help you / Мен туруибман бўйиба..., мен пўлмаҳман..., шу ишни килоанг миён сўм берман).

In the relations between men the English men become too romantic; they can produce effect on women by singing a song or reading a poem («Oh my love is like a red red rose, That is newly sprung in June: O my love is like the melody, That is sweetly played in tune!»32). English men use a very wide range of their lexics while making women believe in their love (such as you are my love, darling, I love you). Though there are so many endearing words in Uzbek, Uzbek men are a little bit timid in making their lover believe in the love. They don’t speak openly about their love.

English men widely use pleasing sentences while talking to women. Uzbek men prefer to be a bit proud in this situation and they don’t use linguistic units that have a pleasing meaning.

In persuading English men frequently remind their listeners to behave like an English gentleman (It is not the way of a gentleman; you ought never to offer your dirty money to a Highland gentleman), meanwhile Uzbek men persuade, reassure a listener by reminding the characters of Uzbek men such as being confident, courageous and speaking only once (Эркак кими битма гапиради, дишилик сўзим..., сен эркаксан, эркакка ҳўшаб гапир).

Uzbek men always take into consideration the opinions and the interests of people, neighbours around them and remind the importance of them in their speech (Одамлар, зиитсанлар нима деди?). This linguistic phenomenon is not used by English men.

In both languages words and phrases, wishing good wishes, praying for the sake of a listener, advising are used (God bless you..., be healthy..., уринндан барака топ..., Аллоҳим ўз панохда асрасин..., домо иноқ бўлнинглар, бир бирингизни қўллаб-қуватлантганлар...). But this linguistic phenomenon is mainly used in Uzbek men’s speech.

Different lifestyle, religion, culture and other factors that are related to these both nations reflect the existence of national gender peculiarities in dialogic rhetoric.

While persuading listeners speakers use linguistic units referred to religion in researched languages. In the West they consider the Bible to be one of the most powerful weapons in upbringing good natured human beings, in persuading them to trust in God, in making them believe in Jesus Christ 33, meanwhile in the Eastern religion, especially Islam religion is accepted as one of the factors used to influence people’s feelings psychologically. Both nations use the words God / Худо in sentences while reassuring their listeners. In Uzbek the word Худо has synonyms such as Оллох, яратган эам, Тангери. The English word God has the synonym word Lord. Usage of the words Jesus Christ, Bible in English and the words дўзах, Куръон, Хадис, жаннат, суннат in Uzbek depicts the national peculiarities of dialogic rhetoric.

In dialogic rhetoric by praying to the God for a listener’s sake speech efficiency is possessed. In these languages they use the words God / Худо (God save you, God bless you / Худо сени ўз панохда асрасин, Худо сени ялпакасин). However, 32 Walker D. Geordie. – UK: Nelson, 1992. – P. 63.

33 http://www.creationtips.com/influence.html
according to the religious beliefs of the English, the name of the Holy Father is used in praying (our Father bless you). But in Uzbek they use the phrases referring to the personal matters and the life of a listener (бола-хақиғизни роҳатини кўр, оразнентарини қил, ёхши жойлардан ато қилсун). Thus the phenomenon indicates the national sides of dialogic rhetoric in researched languages. During praying for a listener’s sake the Uzbeks use very long sentences, meanwhile the English make short sentences.

Speakers remind a listener about the rules and laws of the country in dialogic rhetoric. They persuade a listener or stop him from doing some actions by using the phrases you have no right, I will call the police / ҳамқиғиз ўйк, полиция чакирман in both languages. But in Uzbek to remind about the police is rarely used, because this nation is considered to be too shameful, compromise. Disputes usually end on the basis of agreement and compromising.

In the dialogic rhetoric of both languages bequeathing is used. These nations always consider that the will of a dying person must be fulfilled. While bequeathing the English don’t make their speech long and they only speak to the point. But the Uzbeks make very complicated and long sentences during bequeathing. They pray for the sake of listeners, wish good things, and give advice to them while bequeathing.

Advising is also accepted as a factor that is used to have an impact on people in both languages. In English they always remind a listener not to forget about behaving themselves as English ladies and gentlemen (such as Gentlemen do not insult their friends). In Uzbek they constantly remind the listeners to follow the rules of etiquette and also remind the ideas about implementing the duties referred to children, parents, family (such as қўл кўп, қиғиз бўл. Сира-сира қечқитришга ҳамигина ўйк, бурч бу. Фарзандсизан, ота-онангни тирикликларди рози қил, вафот этганлардан кейин ҳам бепарво қилинма). In English they use shorter sentences and phrases, meanwhile the Uzbeks use too long sentences. In Uzbek, advising is constantly used rather than in English in reassuring and persuading a listener.

In the researched languages swearing on the name of God is used to increase speech eloquence (Lord knows, I swear by Almighty God) / тегсам, Хўдо урсин, Хўдо ҳайк), The English trusting Christianity swear using the following phrases: I swear by Jupiter, by love! I swear by Almighty God! I swear by all that is holy, by the welkin! Honest to God! Honest to goodness. The Uzbeks whose belief is Islam use the following phrases referred to this religion: каломулло урсин, Куръон урсин, Хўдо урсин. They also express the exaggeration while swearing (ёлгон айтсам ҳўлаб ўлай), meanwhile the English may swear on mother’s grave (I swear to that on my mother’s grave...). Thus phenomenon shows national peculiarities of dialogic rhetoric in both languages.

In researched languages linguistic phenomenon promising has significant role in speech eloquence. Speech patterns such as I will take the moon for you – Ơйни олиб бераман, I will never be Romeo – оптимни бошқа кўймани are equivalent phrases in promising in these languages. The usage of the English phrase words of a gentleman and the Uzbek phrase йигитлик сўзим in speech while promising depicts the national peculiarities of dialogic rhetoric.

In dialogic rhetoric by asking politely or pleasing a listener, one can easily persuade him. Pronouncing the word please in English and the word упмомос in Uzbek longer increases speech efficiency. Using the words expressing respect (such as мадам, сир) before listener’s names, the modal verbs in interrogative form make speech more efficient in English. Adding suffix жон to the words expressing relatives and to a listener’s name and pronouncing them in pleading and pleasing tone strengthens the speech efficiency (such as жон амаки, жон Алишер).

In dialogic rhetoric reminding a certain amount of national currency in speech (In English the words dollar, pound and sterling, in Uzbek the words доллар ва сунқ), as well as using a comparative forms of adjectives such as many and much / кўп қилинмас, кўп жон encreases effectiveness of speech in conducting languages. In this situation speakers offer a listener financial support.

Reminding food names to a listener also increases speech efficiency in both languages. For instance, food and drinks such as fish, beer, pudding in English, пилов, hot black tea in Uzbek are some of them (You better eat the fish anyway – from head to tail. I have heard this math test is really hard, and our brains need all the help they can get. / Бўлмаса, бизнисизга кетдики. Битма яхши кўпбола ош
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They use endorsing and approving phrases in dialogic rhetoric. In both languages they use encouraging phrases that lead a partner to be brave and to be strong (what are you afraid of; don’t be afraid of / кўрқма, нимағағ инк. Мен борман-ку қийнеда). In Uzbek while endorsing they constantly use national proverbs too (Билмаганин орланмай сўраган олим, орланб сўрўмасан ўзга зоилм).

In dialogic rhetoric the phrases like What will people around say about it? are mainly expressed in the Uzbek language. As it is known the concept shame is considered to be the most serious factor in Uzbek culture. In this language the following phrases are very often used: What will the neighbors say? What will the people say? What a shame! In the West people used to living on the basis of individualistic theory, meanwhile in the East a team, a group and a collective work is preferred. They used to taking people’s ideas and point of views into consideration. These kind of factors made an impact on the formation of the above mentioned linguistic phenomenon in dialogic rhetoric.

With the help of speech one can make a listener feel sorry for him in the English and Uzbek rhetoric aspect. In this case speakers pretend to be poor and tell about the situation they occurred to be. Paralinguistic means such as crying can be noticed in their behavior. Unlike in English, in Uzbek while making a listener feel sorry speakers may wish him the best wishes in long phrases and pray for the sake of him.

For the sake of nobility a light cheating is often approved in dialogic rhetoric. Linguistic phenomenon euphemism is also well appreciated in dialogic rhetoric. In this kind of linguistic units are used before the personal names, in Uzbek this linguistic phenomenon is expressed by adding suffixes to the end of personal names (Mrs. Brown / Бобур жон). In Uzbek suffixes are also added to the words with the meaning of relativeness (дақа жон, ойим-пар) and in this case these words express the meaning of respect. The usage of modal verbs and the word please in English expresses the meaning of respect (You will, won’t you? / Will you eat your food? If you please…). The personal pronoun as you / уз в both languages serve to encrease speech efficiency.

Linguistic units expressing praise are also used in dialogic rhetoric of both languages. For instance, phrases such as you have nice eyes – қўзларингиз чиқоғли эқан, you have beautiful hair – қўзларингиз жуда чиқоғли эқан, you look very smart in this suit – костюм сизга жуда юрашибди are used in praising. Frankly appreciating the achievements, positive sides of a listener, praising him, using polite words and phrases surely would guarantee a good communication result. Praising words serve for the same objectives in these researched languages.

On the basis of research materials analysis we present the following picture that depicts the usage frequency of linguistic means in dialogic rhetoric (see picture 4.1):
1. Public opinion
2. Advising
3. Religious topics
4. Blessing
5. Respecting
6. Asking politely
7. Affectionate terms
8. Bequeathing
9. Food names
10. Promising
11. Endorsing and approving
12. Cheating
13. Praising
14. Supporting financially
15. Swearing
16. Reminding rules and laws
17. Make a listener feel sorry

The above given picture shows that according to the usage frequency in speech the linguistic means that express respect (16%), pleasing (14%) and human rights (14%) possess the highest level in English. The linguistic means referred to the praying for the sake of a listener (1%), public opinions (0%) and religious topics (1%) possess the lowest levels.

The linguistic means that are referred to public opinion (13%), religious topics (11%), advising (11%), praying for the sake of a listener (10%) are accepted the most used means according to the usage frequency in Uzbek speech. The linguistic means that express swearing (2%) and human rights (2%) are considered to possess the lowest level.

The linguistic units that have a positive meaning are meant to be the units that are expressed on the basis of speech etiquette norms, these linguistic units (referring to endearing, praise, respect, pleasing) have been analyzed in the above given chapters. The linguistic units that express negative meaning are meant to be those units that express opposite meaning to the term politeness and kindness. According to the aim of speech the linguistic units that have a negative meaning are used in dialogic rhetoric. This type of rhetoric is called black rhetorics\(^{39}\). In this type of rhetoric speakers use all possible ways, strategies, opportunities to achieve the goal of speech. Language norms are often violated in these cases. For instance, speakers may swear, frighten, threaten, curse, say insulting words to a listener (such as Where are you? Come out of there! You little thieving rascal! / Goddamn your eyes, I will show you. Come on, let’s go to the bridge. / For pity’s sake, will you shut that mouth of yours and stop your prattling. / Борсанг, оқ суптимни кўкка совураман. Ўлсам гўримда тиқ тураман! / Фурт сурбет экансан-ку! Нима бошка ҳеч нарса калланганга келмадими? Йўқол кўзимдан, аблаҳ)). This way a speaker tries to persuade a communicant to implement some actions. Mainly English and Uzbek men may swear their listeners while speaking. English women also constantly swear during their speech, meanwhile Uzbek women curse while persuading a person.

On the basis of the research analysis we come to the following conclusions:

In the West the art of speaking was initially formed from the speeches of sophists (teachers), but in the East it began from the speeches of preachers (people reading a king’s verdict to public). Rhetoric has historical development stages, it is considered to change constantly.

Though rhetoric is interpreted as public speech, any kind of speech, including dialogic speech can be a studying object of rhetoric.

As rhetoric studies the ways of achieving speech efficiency, it depicts the means that serve to increase the efficiency of the English and Uzbek dialogic speech. In Uzbek in majourity cases suffixes are added to the words in achieving speech efficiency but in English this linguistic phenomenon is expressed by adding certain words to another word. In English the words expressing respect, in Uzbek the words with relative meaning are mainly used.

Expression of stylistic devices has a significant role in dialogic rhetoric. Stylistic devices such as metonymy, anaphora, epiphora, inversion, paraphrase, hyperboly, ellipsis, gradation, antithesis and other stylistic devices, phraseological units are used in speech according to the aim of speech in both languages.

In the dialogic rhetoric paraphonetic and parakinetic means play significant role in increasing speech efficiency. There are national and common features in their usage in researched languages.

In dialogic rhetoric there are different and common sides in English and Uzbek men and women’s speech. The impact of western and eastern culture on forming these languages is reflected on dialogic rhetoric too.

Praying for the sake of a listener, bequeathing, advising, swearing, promising, pleasing, reminding about financial support and names of dishes, endorsing, reminding the laws, rules and peoples opinion, making people feel sorry, telling lies, caressing, respecting, praising, speaking on religious topics are considered to be the most frequently used topics in dialogic rhetoric. The usage frequency of the linguistic means referred to these topics in the researches languages differ from each other.

In the dialogic rhetoric of both languages linguistic means that express negative meaning are used in foul language, while insulting, cursing, frightening, threatening. English speaking women in majourity cases use foul language, in Uzbek women’s speech cursing is constantly expressed.

Variety of the following factors such as living conditions, geographic location, history, religious beliefs, culture, customs and traditions, national values, national character, national food, educational and upbringing basic principles, internal rules and laws of the area they live in and other factors are considered to be the main reasons for existence of national peculiarities of dialogic rhetoric in both languages. As well as it depends on how these two nations interpret the concept culture. This phenomenon approves once again the existence of connection between language and culture.

In different language systems dialogic rhetoric has its gender, linguocultural peculiarities, both linguistic and nonlinguistic means are expressed in it. From this point of view gender, linguocultural peculiarities, linguistic and nonlinguistic means can be comparatively conducted in kindered and not kindered languages in translation studies, ethnolinguistics and comparative linguistics.

Rhetoric is a historic category. Periodical changings reflect on it. Rhetoric changes and forms periodically. The developing process of it has significant sides in the various cultural systems. From this point of view etymological peculiarities of rhetoric can be comparatively researched in different languages.

Rhetoric is a social phenomenon, it has its significant peculiarities in different social groups and conditions. This demands implementation of comparative research of it in different language systems from sociolinguistic point of view.

All kind of speeches can be a studying object of rhetoric. From this point of view political, military, religious and other types of private rhetoric can be researched in kindered and not kindered languages.